Background: Although heart failure (HF) has been categorized as either HF with preserved (HFpEF) or reduced ejection fraction (HFrEF), recent ESC guideline for heart failure regarded HF patients with EF between 40-49% as gray area (HF with mid range EF: HFmrEF). Myocardial infarction (MI) is one of the leading causes for HF. It is uncertain if the diastolic performance is also in gray area in MI patients with mrEF (MImrEF). Purpose: The aim of this study was to investigate echocardiographic characteristics of MI with preserved (MIpEF), mid range (MImrEF) and reduced EF (MIrEF). Methods: A total of 953 consecutive patietns who were enrolled in Bell Land General Hospital Myocardial Infarction (BELAMI) registry were used and studied. Echocardiography derived systolic as well as diastolic indices were compared among the 3 groups. Results: MImrEF and MIrEF are similarly older than MIpEF (69.8±11.7 vs. 70.3±11.7 vs. 67.6±11.7%, P<0.01). Left atrial diameter is similarly bigger in MImrEF and MIrEF than in MIpEF (39.5±6.5 vs. 39.7±6.1 vs. 37.6 mm, P<0.01). E was higher (0.67±0.23 vs. 0.66±0.27 vs. 0.64±0.18 m/s, P<0.01) and e' was lower (4.5±1.5 vs. 4.3±1.6 vs. 5.4±1.6 cm/s, P<0.01) in MImrEF and MIrEF than in MIpEF. As a result, E/e' was significantly higher in MImrEF and MIrEF than in MIpEF (16.1±7.9 vs. 16.8±7.5 vs. 12.8±5.2, P<0.01). Kaplan-Meier survival curves demonstrated that incidence of HF in MImrEF was initially mid range between MIpEF and MIrEF but was similar to MIrEF at long-term follow-up ( Figure) . Conclusion: Left ventricular relaxation was similarly impared and left ventricular Figure 1 filling pressure was similarly elevated in MImrEF and MIrEF than in MIpEF. Longterm incidence of HF in MImrEF was similar to that in MIrEF. Background: There are two types of heart failure (HF), heart failure with preserved ejection fraction (HFpEF) and with reduced ejection fraction (HFrEF), whether increased LV stiffness is a predictor of outcome in both types of HF patients remains unclear. The ratio of early diastolic transmitral flow velocity to early diastolic myocardial velocity (E/e') has been used to estimate left ventricular filling pressure. We hypothesized E/e'/SV, E/e' normalized by the stroke volume (SV), may be a useful predictor of outcome in patients with HF by reflecting the terminal slope of the end-diastolic pressure-volume relation i.e. stiffness of the left ventricle. Purpose: The aims of this study was to propose a novel echocardiographic index, E/e'/SV, and investigate the feasibility and accuracy of E/e'/SV in predicting outcomes in patients with heart failure. Methods: Echocardiography including E/e'/SV measurement was performed in consecutive 136 patients with HF at discharge in index hospitalization: 50 male patients (37%); age, 74±13 years old; HFpEF with EF>50%, 63 patients (46%). Patients were followed for a median of 8.4 months. The end points included the admission for heart failure and cardiovascular death. Results: During the follow-up, 36 patients (26%) encountered the end points. In ROC analysis, E/e'/SV was a better predictive factor for HFpEF than HFrEF (HFpEF, AUC=0.812; HFrEF, AUC=0.777). Kaplan-Meier analysis showed patients with E/e'/SV>0.470 had a poorer prognosis than those with E/e'/SV<0.470 (P<0.01). High E/e'/SV was an independent predictor of event-free survival (Adjusted Hazard ratio [95% CI] = 5.06 [2.33, 10.96] (p=0.001)) in the Cox multivariate analysis incorporating the variables of high E/e'/SV, high BNP, reduced renal function, and past heart failure history.
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